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RentseekingRentseeking DefinedDefined

An allocatively unnecessary payment not 
required to attract resources to the particular 
employment

The term rentseeking is designed to describe 
behaviour in institutional settings where 
individual efforts to maximize value generate 
social waste rather than social surplus.

Buchanan, Toward a Theory of the Rentseeking Society (1980)

Strength of IP protection
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Database ProtectionDatabase Protection

Introduced to stimulate the production of 
databases in Europe, the new instrument has 
had no proven impact on the production of 
databases.
Data taken from the GDD show that the EU 

database production in 2004 has fallen back 
to pre-Directive levels.
(from EU Commission Study December 2005) 
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Patents and Sequential InnovationPatents and Sequential Innovation
SoftwareSoftware

Bessen and Maskin Study on Sequential 
Innovation, Patents and Imitation

“Far from unleashing a flurry of new 
innovative activity, these stronger property 
rights ushered in a period of stagnant, if not 
declining, R&D among those industries and 
firms that patented the most”

First movers to establish First movers to establish TamifluTamiflu stockpilesstockpiles

ND1,255ND0.83.9New 
Zealand

1.14%1,99588.923.919.6Australia

0.85%2,03125314.658.9UK

1.13%2,222401.631.4Canada

0.95%5,274100020288.4USA

Tamiflu course as 
% of per capita 
health 
expenditure†

Per capita 
expenditure on 
health in 2002 
($US)7
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Country

Selected H5N1 affected countries and Selected H5N1 affected countries and 
affordability of affordability of TamifluTamiflu stockpilesstockpiles

75%23279.116.180.5Vietnam

173%1019.21.15.5Lao PDR

67%26733.842.3211.7Indonesia

54%3243.32.512.5Cambodia

28%634,439.5256.21,281.0China

Cost of Tamiflu
as % 

percap
health 

expenditure

Per capita 
expendit
ure on 
health 
in 2002 
($US)7

Estimated cost 
of stockpile 
at patented 
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million)

Stockpile 
required 
(millions 
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(millio

ns)*

Country

Influenza pandemics 20th Influenza pandemics 20th 
centurycentury

A(H1N1) A(H2N2) A(H3N2)

1918: “Spanish Flu” 1957: “Asian Flu” 1968: “Hong Kong 
Flu”

20-40 million 
deaths

1-4 million 
deaths

1-4 million 
deaths

Credit: US National Museum of Health and 
Medicine
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WHY THE POLITICS OF IP WHY THE POLITICS OF IP 
ENCOURAGES RENT SEEKINGENCOURAGES RENT SEEKING

RENTSDiffuse Interests Concentrated Interests

Consumers

Schools

Old People

Multinationals

Local Exporters

Local IP Producers

Optimal IP Level

US IP Bilateralism in AfricaUS IP Bilateralism in Africa

US IP Bilateralism in EuropeUS IP Bilateralism in Europe US IP Bilateralism in AsiaUS IP Bilateralism in Asia
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US IP Bilateralism in OceaniaUS IP Bilateralism in Oceania US IP Bilateralism in US IP Bilateralism in 
Central AmericaCentral America

US IP Bilateralism in South AmericaUS IP Bilateralism in South America 1. Subordinate status of 1. Subordinate status of 
intellectual property regulationintellectual property regulation

Governments have a duty under
human rights law to regulate property
in ways that promote the primary
rights and values of their citizens.*
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2. Basic Rights that intellectual 2. Basic Rights that intellectual 
property regulation servesproperty regulation serves

Intellectual property rights are regulatory instruments
designed to serve basic rights and values, including the
following:**

Right to health;
Right to food security;
Right to education;
Rights of participation and creation in cultural and scientific contexts;
Traditional community rights;
Right of development; and

Any other rights that citizens and groups take to be primary to
their general interests or social welfare.

3. Procedural Test for intellectual 3. Procedural Test for intellectual 
property regulation and basic rightsproperty regulation and basic rights

In order to ensure that any restrictions
of intellectual property regulation
serve the primary rights and values of
their citizens, governments should
adopt the following prohibitions,
presumptions and procedural test:

Prohibitions:Prohibitions:

No norm of intellectual property
regulation may breach a basic right
(see 2).

Presumptions:Presumptions:
Presumption against the criminalization of infringement of intellectual 
property.

Presumption against the creation of new areas of intellectual property.

Presumption against the extension of existing privileges of intellectual 
property rights holders.

Presumption against making it easier to prove intellectual property 
infringement or extending the scope of tests of infringement.

Presumption against extending the duration of intellectual property rights.

Presumption against being able to contract out of statutory provisions that 
lift restrictions that enable the use of intellectual property.
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Procedural TestProcedural Test
1. Prohibitions are to be read absolutely.

2. Presumptions apply to all forms of intellectual property 
regulation.

3. Presumptions may be rebutted if and only if a rigorous analysis 
of real-world costs clearly demonstrates that such rebuttal will 
lead to gains in intellectual property regulation that promote 
the exercise of basic rights of citizens.

4. The burden of rebutting a presumption lies on those public and 
private actors that advocate changes in intellectual property 
regulation. 


